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accu:rate GmbH Product brochure 

MICROSCOPIC, AGENT-BASED  
PEDESTRIAN SIMULATION  
When crowds form, understanding the interaction between people and space is 
vital. crowd:it is state-of-the-art pedestrian simulation software that provides    
insightful pedestrian flow analysis, with a client-oriented user interface. 

We use up-to-date scientific models and continually refine our product to provide 
you with the most advanced pedestrian simulation software on the market. In the 
field of crowd simulation, accu:rate plays an active role in research; regularly con-
tributing articles to conferences, journals and taking part in international research 
projects. The cutting edge mathematical model at the core of crowd:it delivers real-
istic simulation results with minimal overhead.  

How are we so confident? accu:rate's client portfolio spans engineering firms, event 
organizers, fire fighters, museums, sport stadiums and many more. In every case, 
crowd:it produces actionable results our clients trust.  

With crowd:it, you can communicate your findings with clear, self-explanatory 
graphics and videos. It allows you to validate plans, architecture and proof-of-
concept studies with objective criteria and secure analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPLICATION  

AREAS 

› Stadiums & arenas 

› Museums & exhibitions 

› Events & festivals 

› Cities & districts 

› Airports & railway stations 

› Complex buildings 
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The benefits of crowd:it are two-fold: 

Crowd simulations make an important contribution to public safety in event planning and fire protection. 
The focus here is evacuation simulations. Clearance times, capacity limits and critical points can be          
examined with crowd:it. Evacuation simulations provide important information about what can or must be 
optimised on a premises or building complex to ensure the safety of all in the event a crowd must exit.  

Technology has established itself as state of the art in this area and will be officially defined in the German 
Institute for Standardisation in 2019 (DIN 18009 Teil 2: Normierung von Personenstromsimulationen).  

On the other hand, the goal of any pedestrian simulation is to consider the dynamics between people and 
space. This need not focus on safety. With crowd:it, insights that are ordinarily reserved until after         im-
plementation are easily discovered:  

› Which routes do people use in a shopping centre?  

› How do visitors move around a cinema or museum? What are the behavioural outcomes of 
commuters and tourists at   airports and train stations?  

› How should these outcomes affect business processes?  

In every case, pedestrian flow simulations can provide objective and reliable insights. crowd:it begins here: 
adding value in the fields of construction design, passenger planning and facility management, enabling you 
to utilise your space and optimise your operations.  

Ultimately, crowd:it is a tool that can answer your questions about people and space, and save you mon-
ey! 

crowd:it simulates pedestrian crowd dynamics and is a reliable tool for 
planning tomorrow’s buildings and cities; enhancing safety, preventing costly 

errors and optimizing operational procedures.  

1. BENEFITS 

 

› Prototype your building 

› Stress-test what-if scenarios 

› Analyse pedestrian flow, 
ingress and egress times 

› Validate close-out and 
evacuation concepts 

› Refine operational procedures  

› Communicate with powerful 
graphics and  videos 

› Save costs and time 
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2. FEATURES 

Show traces 

Visualise the literal paths of: 

› Every simulated agent 

› Currently active agents 

› Selected agents 

in real time, with traces coloured 
according to your criteria 

Import any DXF file 

Use whichever CAD software you 
prefer to prepare your floor-

plans:  

› Clean unnecessary lines  

› Create simulation objects  

› Upload to crowd:it 

Heatmaps 

Overlay your floor-plan with   
square tiles, coloured according 
to your criteria: 

› Density 

› Velocity 

› Geographical movement 
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Identify an agent 

Select individual agents to dis-
play key data about individuals 
or statistics about many agents 
including: 

› Current agent speed 

› Agent destination 

› Agent location 

Background image 

Use a background image to 
clearly identify the dynamics of 
the scenario, even when features 
of the floor plan are not visible in 
the simulation 

Characteristics of agents 

Use our predetermined agent 
characteristics or personalise: 

› Agent size 

› Agent walking speed 

› Agent perception 

› Group affiliation 
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Detailed Analysis: Tripwires 

Mark a line of special interest, 
which considers how agents cross 
it, or move between it and 
another line. Focus on: 

› Agent velocity 

› Number of agents crossing 

› Times between tripwires 

Colour agents according to: 

› Density 

› Agent velocity 

› Affiliated group size 

› Agent origin  

› Agent destination 

› Time of exit 

Detailed Analysis: Areas 

Mark areas of special interest 
directly on the plan with 
rectangles or polygons, and evalu-
ate the agent behaviour within.    
Evaluations include:  

› Agent length of stay 

› Density 

› Agent velocity 
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3. THE SIMULATION WORKFLOW 

Requirements Engineering 

Define an objective: 

› Which question would I like to answer with the 
help of a simulation? 

› Do I have the necessary parameters? 

› Are there any variations I would like to explore? 

Consider the parameters: 

› Demographics of the agents 

› Dynamic data, inlcuding: inflow & outflow 

› The observation period 

 

 

 

 

 

Modeling 

Create the geometry:  

› Define the simulation area  

› Clean the CAD file of irrelevant lines  

› Add simulation objects  

Specify simulation parameters:  

› Convert the simulation objects into specific, 
agent-interactive objects  

› Define the population: number of agents, reac-
tion times, speeds, space requirements, etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simulation and analysis 

Simulation:  

› Check the functioning of your geometry and the 
parameters  

› Run randomly seeded simulations and            
simulations with varying scenarios 

Analysis:  

› Create an overall analysis and detailed evalution 
of the simulation(s) 

› Review the results and consider refinements  

 

 

Result presentation 

› Visualise the simualtion(s) 

› Create a report of your findings across all       
scenarios 

› (Batch) export screenshots 

› Generate videos 
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THE SUITE 

crowd:it is an agent-based 
pedestrian simulator that can 
be used to analyse the move-
ment of people. With crowd:it, 
you can simulate evacuation 
scenarios, analyse processes 
and the capacity of your facility 
or venue, and carry out proof 
of concept studies for escape 
routes and closeout concepts. 

 

 

4. TECHNOLOGY: OPTIMAL STEPS MODEL 

 

We are unique. Our scientific model, on which the software is based, was 
fundamentally developed during Dr. Angelika Kneidl’s dissertation. It is a 
three-layered model, consisting of: a locomotion layer (Optimal Steps 
Model), a navigation layer (graphs with intelligent algorithms that map the 
orientation of people) and a behavioural layer that considers the           
psychology of individuals.  

It is the most advanced model on the market, delivering the most          
accurate, scientifically validated results possible. crowd:it delivers fast re-
sults with minimal training.  

Every agent has an individual will and personal characteristics. The        
geometry in crowd:it is continuous, meaning every point in a simulation is 
accessible and discretisation errors are avoided.  

› Precise illustration: CAD plans are imported 1:1 and can be used without further effort. 

› Freedom of movement: There is no restriction on the direction of movement due to the continuous  
geometry — regardless of the scale. 

› Realistic movement patterns: A potential field means ordinarily incomputable phenomena can be 
mapped. E.g. congestion and lane formation. 

› Realistic stepping behaviour: The underlying Optimal Steps Model enables real-world pedestrian 
stepping behaviour. Agents automatically slow when faced with dense crowds. In this way, implicit 
behaviour is modelled. 

› Versatile use: Agents can be assigned individual character traits and routing plans — so everything 
from scheduling to evacuation is mapped. 

› Flexibility: Any number of agents, routes and characteristics can be combined. 

› Valid results: With RiMEA test cases, comparisons to real data, the integration of the latest research 
and our cooperation with universities, the software is always up-to-date. 

Agents can move freely around the room. There is no cell jumping and the 
direction of movement is not restricted. Our agents model real human 
behaviour, avoid collisions with each other and obstacles, and seek the 

easiest way to their destination. As a result, congestion, lane formation and 
inefficient pedestrian routing are depicted realistically. 
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Dynamic navigation field 

› At each time-step, agents consider which route is best for 
them, given the current circumstance 

› Realistic results emerge 

 

 

OTHER MODELS: Static navigation field 

› Agents select the “racing line” regardless 
of how many agents are in front of them 

› Agents are unnecessarily slowed, causing 
inaccurate results 

OTHER MODELS: Discrete geometry 

› Restriction on the direction of move-
ment; agents move from cell to cell 

› Inaccurate and sometimes dangerous 
artifacts emerge 

Continuous geometry  

› No restriction on the direction of movement 

› A real-world step is imitated 
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 5. REFERENCES 
 

Munich Airport, Deutsche Bahn, Munich Oktoberfest and Neuschwanstein Castle are just some of the high profile 
customers convinced by the quality and power of our insights, which provide actionable plans for improvement and 
verify architectural and safety concepts. 

We carry out all our projects with crowd:it. If we identify points of improvement in our user-interface or determine 
new needs in our simulation features, we implement these directly.  

In the areas of event management, fire protection, engineering and insurance, we do have customers who run the 
simulations by themselves. Amongst them: 

› Ingenieurbüro Anwander GmbH & Co. KG  

› Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt (AUVA)  

› hhpberlin Ingenieure für Brandschutz GmbH   

Evacuation simulation of 
the Rudolf-Harbig-Stadion 
in Dresden  
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5. LICENSING 

Packages 

We offer four packages, which reflect various industry needs. From event 
planners to fire protectors and facility managers – we have the right       solution 
for you! 

 

 

Easy Event: prioritize security at your event – quick and simple. 

Fire Safety: engineering methods for contemporary fire protection. 

Smart Building: understand the processes of your building from 
initial planning to operation. 

Enterprise: from large events to complex buildings – this package 
includes all features and functions. 
 

 

Prices 

crowd:it can be purchased on a yearly or monthly basis. See our price list for 
further details.  

Have questions about our packages or are unsure which suits you best?  
Contact us! 
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SYSTEM                
REQUIREMENTS 

› Windows 7 or higher, 

MacOS, Linux 

› CAD software with DXF 

support (AutoCAD, QCAD, 

etc) 

› Java 8 (64 Bit) 

› 4 GB RAM 

› Internet connection 

6. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Modeler(s), Organization(s): accu:rate GmbH, 

Dr. Angelika Kneidl and Florian Sesser 

 

Version: 1.5.4  

 

Date: 05.10.2018  

 

Classification: Microscopic pedestrian simulation (Can be used for modelling 
egress) 

 

Technical References:  

M. J. Seitz and G. Köster, Natural discretization of pedestrian movement in 
continuous space, American Physical Society, PHYSICAL REVIEW E 2012, 86, 046108 

Kneidl, Angelika; Hartmann, Dirk; Borrmann, André (2013): A hybrid multi-scale 
approach for simulation of pedestrian dynamics. In: Transportation Research Part C, 
in press. 

Kneidl, A. (2013). Methoden zur Abbildung menschlichen Navigationsverhaltens 
beider Modellierung von Fußgängerströmen, Dissertation, Technische Universität 
München 

v. Sivers, G. Köster(2014): How stride adaption in pedestrian models improves 
navigation 

Kneidl, A. (2015): How Do People Queue -A Study Of Different Queuing Models, TGF 
'15, Delft, Netherlands, 2015  

 

Validation References:  

Various validation suites: NIST technical note 1822, IMO 1238, RIMEA, HERMES 

crowd:it passes all of the tests for simulators of RiMEA e.V.  

https://www.accu-rate.de/en/rimea-tests/ 

crowd:it is a software package for microscopic, agent-based crowd simulation. 

https://www.accu-rate.de/en/references-customers-projects/ 
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accu:rate is one of Germany’s leading providers of crowd simulation and satisfies clients as well as            
institutions with its innovative work. It is a spin-off of the Technische Universität München, offering        
consultation and Software as a Service (SaaS) in the field of pedestrian dynamics. 

In 2017, we were awarded for our contribution to future trends in the infrastructure sector by the Federal 
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure in Germany. We have attracted Deutsche Bahn onto our 
books, and continue to expand our range of clients: from iconic companies and authorities such as                   
Neuschwanstein Castle and Munich Airport, to major events like Oktoberfest and the “Landshuter Hochzeit 
1475"; not mention construction, fire safety, and facility management. Our services include consultation, 
SaaS (with crowd:it), contributions to industry focus groups and specialist lectures.  

crowd:it combines the latest research in agent-based modelling and social psychology, and is continuously 
improved and validated through our cooperation with various universities. Our deep knowledge in crowd 
simulation stems from the PhD research of our co-founder Dr. Angelika Kneidl.  

ABOUT US 

accu:rate GmbH 

Rosental 5 

80331 München  
 

+49 (0)89–21553869  
E-Mail: info@accu-rate.de 

 © 2018 accu:rate GmbH 

All Rights Reserved.  


